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Can true love truly heal all wounds?Just $0.99 for a very LIMITED TIME OFFER only.Download for

FREE with Kindle UnlimitedBenjamin Frederickson, the future Earl of Wembley, can&apos;t forget

that night... The night that changed him...More importantly, he can&apos;t forget that brave little girl

who was scarred from the horrible fire..Catherine Watson..The night young Benjamin Frederickson

met the victim of a house fire, he has remembered it all of his life... Her spirit has lingered in his

memory for years.Even through his days of rebelling against his father, The Earl of Wembley, as he

drinks, gambles, and womanizes.But when he meets the beautiful Catherine Watson again, still

scarred from that fire so many years later, he is enchanted.But can a woman so remarkable

remember a boy she met briefly years ago?.Catherine, however, is less than impressed!Considering

herself disfigured and resigned to the idea that she will never marry, she sees his advances as a

cruel joke at her expense.How can any man view her with anything but disgust, especially the

dashing future Earl of Wembley?"I cannot believe that you genuinely want to spend time in the

presence of this." She pointed to her own scarred neck and her covered arm."Then your belief in me

is sorely lacking," he sulked angrily."As is your opinion of your own self.".It won&apos;t be easy for

Lord Benjamin to convince Catherine of his love.Is he up to the task?."I wish it were different. I wish

you could court me as if I were normal.".Will Catherine let the past dictate her future?Will Benjamin

give up and let her go?This is a clean, historical regency romance story.Just $0.99 for a very

LIMITED TIME OFFER only.Download for FREE with Kindle Unlimited
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A read with well-rounded and deeply inspiring characters, flaws and all. It's a story where Benjamin

and Catherine learn to face their deficiencies and still able to love who they are, just as they

are.Benjaminâ€™s past has been less than exemplary â€“ drink and women were his staple.

Catherineâ€™s greatest flaw is not believing she is up to parâ€”men would not be interested in a

disfigured woman. Each of them do a lot of growing as they learn what is important in life and more

importantly who is important.As with all good reads, the story starts with a scene of action.

Catherineâ€™s family is caught in a home fire and barely escape with their lives. Catherine, age 10

at the time, narrowly escapes death. When she awakens in her bed chamber, disoriented by smoke,

her only thought is to save her younger sister who sleeps in the nursery. In this selfless act, she

shows her character, one which is reinforced through the story.Note: Two loose ends which I

didnâ€™t get answers: 1) who started the fire, and 2) who saved Catherine. Perhaps there is a

mystery of sorts which will be answered later in the series.Benjamin, son of Earl of Wembley, came

with his father to the fire as aid to their neighbor. He was only 13 years old; the event had a lasting

impression on him. As an adult, he remembers the young girl Catherine. It was her bravery and

courage in the face of pain and disfigurement, he held in his mind long after he left the scene of

devastation."It didnâ€™t make any sense to him, how someone who had not been in the world long

enough to do any damage to it, could be so damaged by that same world."Catherine soon learned

her life was to serve her father and younger daughter.

Regency Romance: The Earl's Unforgettable Flame (CLEAN Historical Romance) (Fire and Smoke)

by Charlotte Stone is a sweet, clean Regency Historical Romance. Book 1 in a new and what

promises to be an intriguing series.Benjamin Frederickson, the future Earl of Wembley, a man who

rebells his father by gambling, womanizing, drinking and scandal filled days. But he has never

forgotten a brave little girl named, Catherine Watson, who survived a house fire and is left with a

disfiguring scars. Forward to years later, when they meet again....Catherine believes no one would

marry a scarred, disfigured woman. She's accepted her fate. Enter... Benjamin who is enchanted by



her bravery, her forwardness, and her imperfections.But, Charlotte is not convinced Benjamin

wishes to spend time with her, much less make a marriage proposal, instead she feels his advances

are at her expense.Can Benjamin and Charlotte find their HEA?Well written, steady paced story,

with engaging and captivating characters. The storyline, while not completely unique, is compelling

and utterly fascinating. A sweet, Regency Romance, with adventure, a bit of danger, passion,

mystery, acceptance, healing, secrets and a forgotten past. Add a touch of suspense and romance,

readers are sure to be captivated by "The Earlâ€™s Unforgettable Flame".I loved the way Benjamin

captures and shows Charlotte her scars are not what defines her, and how she blossoms. Strong

hero and heroine make for an emotionally charged story. Readers will be captured by the characters

and the storyline.Ms. Stone is a wonderful storyteller! One who drawn me into the story from the first

sentence, forward. What a great Clean Regency Romance!
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